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ine, KulTour
Scenery in the
Pure State
We are pleased to welcome you to our KulTour trail and
we wish you a pleasant walk through our village and its
surroundings.
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This wonderful trail was laid out on the initiative of the
Cultural Commission of the Commune of Stadtbredimus in
collaboration with “Greiweldenger Leit asbl”, a local non-profit
association.
We wanted this cultural trail because it is emotionally
important to us and because we want to preserve our regional
heritage.

We do not want the locals to be the only people who know
the surroundings of this unique wine village.
We want our children, our parents and the future inhabitants
to share our admiration for the marvellous vineyard slopes,
which as you will notice are among the most beautiful places in
the Moselle region.
The KulTour is moderately difficult and 7 km long.
The short version of the trail is ~ 4,5 km long.
Total duration of the trail: ~ 2,5 hours.

As some parts of the trail are not macadamized,
it is recommended to wear sturdy footwear.

“A n Zammer”: an old farm and winegrower’s house
The village’s and the church’s history
E xplanations concerning the wash house and lime burning
Different types of vineyards
E xplanations concerning land consolidation
and the wine village of Greiveldange

The old spring house
Curious stories from ancient times
Historical information on the mill of Hüttermühle
The co-operative winery over the years
G eology of the Moselle Valley
E xplanations concerning navigation on the Moselle
The story of a wayside shrine
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T

he house called
“an Zammer”

The house called “an Zammer” is an old farm and
winegrower’s house with an open shed, a barn, stables, a
cowshed, a pigsty and a henhouse. The house, which was
mentioned for the first time in 1766, was occupied by the
Gudenkauff family.
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The annexe was occupied at that time by the family of
Johann Eischen, who was a shoemaker. From 1889, this part of the
building was used as a distillery and later on also as a carpenter’s
workshop.
Mrs Anna Schmit, who was the last owner of the building, sold
it in 2004 to “Greiweldenger Leit asbl”, which is a local non-profit
association.

The entirely renovated house is partly used as a residential
building, while the new holiday flats are let out to tourists. The
upper part of the barn houses an eco-museum.
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T

he village’s origins

There was a Roman settlement at the place known as “Ob

Mauerheck” located on the first hill by the lane leading from
Greiveldange to Lenningen. Maybe these houses were also the
first major buildings of the village that was later to be called
Greiveldange. Today there are still several places where you can
find remains of walls and stone floors.
Historical documents
mention that already in
1280 the archbishop of
Trier was paid a fine, the
so-called “Wehrgeld” , by
people from Grivildingen.
On 16 May 1416, on the
occasion of the partition
of an inheritance, a Barthélémi d’Autel (province of Luxembourg)
was awarded the village of Greiveldange, which was a fief of
the Count of Hollenfels. On 10 July 1760, Marie Béatrix, widow
of François Antoine Oswaldt d’Anethan, was lord of the manor of
Greiveldange.

The architecture of the village was
unusual as the houses in the centre
adjoined each other, thus forming a
built-up circular village. Up until 1937 the
Aalbach stream was uncovered in the
village. It was covered over as the village
road was built.

2a
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G

reiveldange
church and parish

1474 First mention of a chapel in Greiveldange.
1570 Visitation report: Saint James the Greater is the chapel’s
patron saint. The chapel possesses two altars and three communion
cups. Greiveldange is part of the parish of Lenningen.
1618-1648 Thirty Years’ War. The number of fireplaces dropped
from 22 to 8. Poverty forced the inhabitants to put up their horses
in the church.
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1712 Visitation report: Greiveldange has one communion cup and
the necessary vestments. The parish priest of Lenningen had to say
mass in Greiveldange every fortnight.
1728 14 January: Greiveldange is given its own priest (“early mass
priest”). The first was Johann Peter Ernstorff, a theologian from
Waldbredimus. He also had to teach.
1738 Local feasts: the Apostle James is the main patron saint
(25 July), other patrons are Saint Catherine (25 November),
Saint Blaise (3 February) and Saint Willibrord (7 November). These
were feast days where people didn’t work. The Sunday after 24 July
is still a feast in Greiveldange, the so-called “Jokebskërmes”.
1786 Greiveldange wants to become a parish with a parish
priest, because the way to Lenningen was arduous. The petition
addressed to Emperor Joseph II was rejected.
1804 29 August (11 Fructidor XII): a church council is established
in Greiveldange. The first three members were Jakob Kirch, Nicolaus
Sturm and Johann Sibenaler.
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1832 Architect Schaar from
Grevenmacher draws
up plans for a bigger
church in classical style in
Greiveldange; the plans
are carried out the same
year.
1836 9 September:
Greiveldange becomes a
separate parish, whose first priest was Pierre Even. As the number
of inhabitants rose, he had plans drawn up for the extension of
the existing church building; however these plans were never
carried out.
1837 The present graveyard is laid out. The former graveyard had
been around the church.
1842 The present presbytery is built. The former one had been
built onto the old church.
1846 As the church is still too small, new extension plans are
drawn up by architect Theodor Eberhard, but since the building is
in poor condition, these plans are not carried out.
1865 The church building issue is taken up again under the
Reverend Father Nicolaus Zeimes. State architect Charles Arendt
draws up plans for a new building at the same place.
1872 29 April: after long discussions, which lasted from 1865
to 1872, the commune council declared itself in favour of a new
building. However, the council was not in a hurry to carry out the
project; indeed, in
1873 on May 29, the district commissioner invited the council
once more to make all necessary arrangements for the new
church building in Greiveldange.
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1874 It was not until that year
that a definitive agreement on the
new church building was reached
with the commune council.
The building works progressed
rapidly.
27 July: the foundation
stone of the new parish church
was laid on the Monday following
the feast of dedication of the old
local church.
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1875 12 October: Solemn consecration of the new church in
Romanesque style by bishop Nicolaus Adames, the first bishop of
Luxembourg.
1876 and the following years: the church is provided with new
furnishings, an organ and all necessary equipment.
1910 On 19 January 1910, the Reverend Father Michel Molitor
notes in the baptismal register that at the beginning of January
1910, the church clock was delivered by Paul Odobey fils of Morez,
Jura.
1914 Outbreak of World War One, during which the church was
not damaged.
1940 10 May: World War Two begins in Luxembourg.
1944 10 September: Allied troops are in Luxembourg.
20 September: the Germans ordered that Greiveldange
be evacuated by the following day. The inhabitants went
towards Canach with their livestock and the bare essentials. The
evacuation lasted for almost six months.
1945 6 March: A few men are allowed to return to the village.
Two houses and a barn had burnt down. The church was in
miserable condition. For “strategic reasons”, the church tower
had been blown up by American soldiers in February 1945. The
collapse of the tower, the roof structure, and the vault damaged
all the furnishings.

All the inhabitants participated in the clearing-up
operations, and rebuilding began the same year.
1948 Services can be held in the rebuilt church, which had its
present appearance.
24 October: Consecration of the bells. Three bells cast by
Mabilon of Saarburg were solemnly consecrated by the dean of
Remich, the Reverend Father Bernard Ries. The bells weigh 1250 kg,
725 kg and 525 kg respectively and the corresponding notes are E,
G and A.
1949 12 June: Solemn confirmation conducted by Bishop
Coadjutor Léon Lommel in the rebuilt church.
1950 A new church clock with three faces made in Belgium
(brand: P.S.) is installed in the tower.
1951 29 July: Feast of the dedication of the local church: The
solemn inauguration of the new organ built by Schilling of
Cruchten marks the provisional end of the rebuilding of the
church.

2b
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L

ime burning

Thanks to the rock formations of the Moselle region,
Greiveldange has high-quality lime-stone. In addition there
were large woods, so that the conditions required for lime
burning were fulfilled.
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Lime burning goes back to the middle of the 18th century.
The last lime kilns were located at the place known as
“Hespelsberg”, where the brothers Johann and Nicolas Muller,
who are regarded as the last lime burners in Greiveldange,
worked up until the end of the 19th century.

In 1763, lime burners from Greiveldange, Palzem and Wehr
on the one hand, and Nicolaus Wellenstein, “chapter mayor”,
from Ehnen and Franz Blocx, merchant from Remich, on the
other hand, signed a contract on the sale of lime and the
delivery of wood. The sale of lime to the bargees from Trier and
the wood deliveries always had to be carried out through these
two men, who also paid the lime burners.
Lime was not only used to build houses but also to
fertilize land.
It was hard work, but in those economically difficult times,
people were glad to earn some extra money by burning lime.

In 1735, under the reign of Empress Maria Theresia, lime
from Greiveldange was used to build the Castle Bridge in
Luxemburg City.

3a

The Lime Cycle
Hardening
+ carbon dioxide
CO2
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Limestone
Calcium carbonate
CaCO3

Quicklime
Calcium oxide
CaO

Lime mortar
Ca(OH)2 + sand

+ sand
Mixing witH sand

Burning
Carbon dioxide
CO2

Slaked lime
Calcium hydroxide
Ca(OH)2

+ water
H2O
slaking

T

he local wash house

The wash house in Greiveldange (“Greiweldenger Wäschbur”)
was built in 1867, during the short period when our national
poet Edmond de la Fontaine was mayor of the commune of
Stadtbredimus. At the inhabitants’ insistence, the commune
council thought it appropriate to make the housewifes’ work
on the so-called wash-day easier and particularly to improve
hygienic conditions.
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An abundant spring located above the village at the place
known as “op der Uet” was considered a suitable location for
a wash house. The place could easily be reached via the path
called Brigener Piedchen, which had been extended, and a bridge
crossing the local stream. Once the facilities were completed, the
hustle and bustle could begin. The noise of the beetles could be
heard in the nearby village. The women used a kind of box called
“Wäschkutsch” , in which they were kneeling for hours washing
every single piece of laundry with a laundry brush and a beetle
and rinsing them in a another basin.

Around 1900, some alterations were made and the basins
were given their present appearance.
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In 1912, new water supply facilities were installed in
Greiveldange and many households had installed vats (the
so-called „Wäschkömp“) in their houses so that they could do
their washing at home. The wash house became less and less
important.
The wash house also had a social function because it was
a place where people met and exchanged the latest news. Of
course they also gossiped. Therefore “Wäschfra” (washerwoman)
also means gossip.

3b

D

ifferent types
of vineyards in past
and present

In the past Greiveldange had small terraced vineyards with
rough stone walls. These vineyards were rich biotopes with
lizards, many different insects as well as thermophilic plants
such as rustyback and wall pepper. Wine growers had to work
hard because everything had to be carried via steep steps. The
terraces were gradually abandoned and became overgrown by
hedges. The dry stone walls became dilapidated.
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Wine growing did not become profitable again until land
consolidation was completed. The plots, some of which had
been very small because of
the partition of inheritances,
were consolidated and
levelled in order to form
bigger ones. The use
of winches made work
more efficient. However
this rationalization had a
negative impact on the environment: there were less ecological
niches, soil erosion became more and more of a problem, and
the scenery became monotonous.
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M odern land
consolidation is based on
innovative solutions; thanks
to cross terracing, vineyard
tractors can be used in the
vineyards so that cultivation
is more efficient while
remaining in harmony with
nature and compatible with
landscape protection. As wine
growers work on flat ground, they no longer have to stand on
steep slopes and winches are not necessary any more. At the
same time, rare plants and animals live in the new dry stone
walls while terracing protects the soil against erosion by rain.
Thus this excellent vineyard location could be cultivated again
and the traditional landscape at the place known as “op der
Uet” could be preserved.
L abour input:
terraced vineyard:
steep slope vineyards:
cross terracing:

per hectare and year

1500 hours
1000 hours
500 hours
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L

and consolidation

L and consolidation is mainly aimed at making the cultivation

of plots more efficient, at enhancing productivity, and at
improving wine growers’ incomes. Small plots are consolidated
and the rural lane network is extended. Retarding basins
systematically collect surface waters in order to prevent floods.

On 11 May 2001, the owners took a vote on the planned
land consolidation. The majority of owners (82.71%) voted
in favour of it.

16
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Area:

38.6 hectares

Plots:
Earthmoving:
Rural lane network:
Start of works:
New planting of vines:
1st grape harvest:

before: 499 - after: 210
36,000 m3
~ 5000 m
April 2006
2007/08
2009

(of which 22.35 hectares are vineyards)
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T

he wine village
of Greiveldange

In 1605, Greiveldange was mentioned for the first time as
a wine village. However no precise data on areas under vines
is available for the years before 1824. In that year almost 20
hectares were cultivated by 70 wine farms. Today (2009), the area
under vines is 33.50 hectares, which are cultivated by 18 wine
farms, many of which are run by part-time wine growers.
In Greiveldange, wine growing was not always an easy
18

business. Spring frost damage in Elbling vineyards was frequent,
sometimes destroying the whole harvest. This situation changed
in the 1960s, when more Rivaner vines were grown. These were
less susceptible to frost damage and produced more regular
yields. Wine growers could cultivate much bigger areas and
become full-time wine growers instead of working as farmers
and wine growers. In the 1980s demand grew for Auxerrois,
Pinot Blanc, Pinot Gris and Pinot Noir, so that that these vine
varieties became more frequent. Riesling vines grow on the
steep slopes along the Moselle and are still considered a classic.
Most wine growers belong to a co-operative and are
members of the local winery of Greiveldange and consequently
of Les Domaines de Vinsmoselle.
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There are two wine farms run by independent wine
growers: Domaine viticole Beck-Frank and Domaine viticole
Stronck-Pinnel.

Areas under vines for each vine variety (2009)
Vine variety

Area in hectares

Area in %

Elbling
2.40
6.70
Rivaner
12.67
35.30
Auxerrois
3.33
9.30
Chardonnay
0.14
0.40
Pinot blanc
4.14
11.50
Pinot gris
3.81
10.60
Pinot noir
4.10
11.40
Riesling
4.85
13.50
Gewürztraminer
0.20
0.60
Other
0.23
0.60
Vineyard locations: Hütte, Dieffert, Primerberg, Fels,
Herrenberg, Wengertsberg, Uet
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T

he spring house
In this spring
house built in 1912
at the place known
as “fir Houmier”, the
spring water from
the “Wengertsberg”
arrives.
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The water flowed
through water pipes
and was pushed by
its own pressure into
the water reservoir
located above the
graveyard on the other side of the village. As the population
grew, the water from the spring was no longer sufficient in the
1970s. In order to ensure sufficient water supply, Greiveldange
became a member of Remich water syndicate.
Today the water from the spring is still used to water animals
and to spray the vines.

The spring was probably used by the Romans for the
settlement located 300 metres away in the valley. Moreover
there was here a road to the place known as “Stierzeberreg” that
came from Dalheim and the place known as “Hinnchen” located
above Stadtbredimus.
During earthmoving works for the land consolidation, big
stones, which could have been used to pave the road, have been
uncovered.
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S

tierzeberreg

At this place located by
the old road from Ehnen to
Luxembourg there was a stone
wayside cross until ~ 1965.
The cross bore the
inscription “1810”. Before this
date there had been a small
wooden cross here.

During the Thirty Years’ War the Imperials crossed the
Moselle and set fire to Wormeldange, Ehnen, Remich and
Canach in order to get to Luxembourg. Peasants who had hidden themselves flung the Imperials’ leader from his horse at this
place, where he died. For this reason, a cross was erected here
and was called “Stürzer Kreuz” (“stürzen” = fling someone to the
ground). When people began to cultivate this land around 1700,
the place was called “Stürzerberg” (“Stierzeberreg”).

7
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T

he mill
of Hüttermühle
near Greiveldange

22

The mill of Hüttermühle is located below this place at
the mouth of the Aalbach stream. It was called “Hüttermühle”
because it was built between the place known as “op der Hëtt”,
where lime had been burnt for several centuries, and the place
known as “Hëtterberg” (“Hëtt” = lime kiln). The mill of Hüttermühle
was a grain mill that was driven by water from the Aalbaach
stream, which was collected approx 400 metres above the mill
(the water was „geklauscht“, so that this place is known as “an
der Klaus”; the word “Klaus” comes from “écluse” (sluice)). When
required the sluice was opened and the water it collected flowed
through an open channel called “Millendäich” to the mill, which
was driven by an overshot water wheel. Halfway down the
“Däich” the water was slowed down by a 3 metre waterfall.
In 1929, the road called “Neie Wee”, which runs along the stream
and leads to Greiveldange, was built. The mill was used until
1930. The equipment was sold and since then the mill has
been used as a residential building.
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O ver the years a small settlement actually developed near
the mill of Hüttermühle. This new part of Greiveldange called “op
der Hëttermillen” is located opposite the German village of Wehr.

T

he co-operative winery

When in 1918 wine growers lost their markets and an

outbreak of phylloxera hit the region, people feared for their
livelihood. In this difficult situation, 30 wine growers decided in
1929 to found the co-operative winery of Greiveldange.
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On 2 October 1930, the first grapes arrived at the winery.
They had to be crushed and pressed by hand as electricity
had not yet been installed. Although only 21,728 kg arrived at
the winery, the co-operative triggered a new upturn. In order
to open up new markets, Greiveldange, Grevenmacher and
Stadtbredimus founded an association of co-operative wineries
in 1931. Moreover, the board decided in 1949 to extend
the winery for wine growers from Canach, Gostingen and
Lenningen. However as competition increased, 5 co-operative
wineries decided in 1966 to found a new company called
“Vinsmoselle”.
Since 2007, the winery has only been used as a Crémant
warehouse. Wines and Crémants are made in the modern
wineries located in Wormeldange (Crémant and red wines)
and Wellenstein (white wines).

9
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T

he Moselle Valley
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Approx 225 million years ago, Europe, and thus the Moselle
region, was covered by an ocean, where there lived many
mussels, snails, worms and crabs, etc. Due to the high salinity
of the water, the diversity of species was low, while the number
of individuals per species was high. Over a period of more than
40 million years, deposits of Muschelsandstein built up, followed
by deposits of marls of the Middle Muschelkalk and eventually by
the rocks of the Hauptmuschelkalk. This rock, which is very hard,
is called dolomite. Dolomite contains the same proportion of
calcium and magnesium. For this reason, dolomite rock is harder
and stronger than limestone, so that it is an excellent building
material. In Dolomite rock areas, landscapes are flat or slightly
hilly and it is here where the last part of the Triassic, the Keuper,
begins. The Keuper mainly consists of coloured, red, grey and
purple clays and marls.
These many colours could easily be seen during land
consolidation at the place known as “Wengertsberg” in
Greiveldange.
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In the canton of Remich, the valley is open and slopes
are rounded; vines mainly grow on Keuper with clay marl
and produce harmonious wines, while in the canton of
Grevenmacher Muschelkalk is the most frequent type of
soil. Due to slow erosion, the dolomite slopes are steep, thus
producing elegant and lively wines.
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T

he Moselle
waterway
The Moselle rises near Bussang in
the Vosges and flows into the Rhine near
Koblenz; it is 544 km long, the difference
in altitude between source and mouth
being ~650 metres.

The Romans already used it as a
28

waterway after Julius Caesar’s conquest
of Gaul (59-51 BC). Apart from wine and other food, they mainly
transported building materials. They used barges with approx
40 cm draught that could carry 5 - 6 tonnes. According to the
Roman poet Decimius Ausonius (4th century), the barges drifted
or were rowed downstream while they were towed upstream
by men or horses. The Moselle remained an important waterway
during the Middle Ages. In the first half of the 19th century, the
first steam barges were used on the Moselle. However the river’s
water level was a problem, as both low and high water made
working conditions difficult. Many attempts had been made
to make the Moselle more easily navigable, but apart from the
so-called “Krëppen” (groynes), none of the other far-reaching
projects had been carried out. It was not until 1958 that
canalization works began.
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On 26 May 1964, the canalized river was solemnly
inaugurated by Her Royal Highness the Grand Duchess Charlotte
of Luxembourg, the French President General Charles de Gaulle
and the President of the Federal Republic of Germany
Dr Heinrich Lübke.
The canalized Moselle is today an important waterway.
Tonnage conveyed per annum: between 7 and 9 million tonnes.
We are in front of Stadtbredimus lock.
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F

atima

30

During World War Two (19391945), young men from Greiveldange
born from 1920-1926 were forced to join
the German Wehrmacht. Twenty-one
young men were called up and had to fight at the front.
By 1947, nineteen of them had come back while two were
still missing. As Greiveldange had less war victims than the
neighbouring villages and as most people from Greiveldange
could get back to their more or less damaged houses in March
1945, after six months of evacuation, people expressed their
gratitude by erecting this mater dolorosa at the place known as
“Primerberg”.
The statue made by sculptor Josy Jungblut from Remich was
solemnly inaugurated on 12 September 1947.

The inhabitants called it “Fatima” because in 1947 a statue
of the Madonna of Fatima was carried from village to village.
On 12 September the parish of Ehnen gave it to the parish of
Greiveldange at the place known as “Hüttermühle”. The Madonna
was solemnly carried to the not yet entirely rebuilt church. After
a short prayer, people carried it in a candlelight procession to this
place at Primerberg. On the same occasion, the wayside shrine
with the mater dolorosa was inaugurated and the statue of the
Virgin Mary was handed over to the parish of Stadtbredimus.

From 1947 to 2001, a candlelight procession went every year
on the Sunday preceding the 15 September (the feast of the
seven pains of the Virgin) with songs and prayers to Primerberg,
where the ceremony ended with a short prayer comprising a
sermon, the Magnificat and the priest’s benediction.
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Useful addresses:
Administration communale de Stadtbredimus
17, Dicksstrooss
L – 5451 Stadtbredimus
Tel.: 23 69 62-1 ; Fax: 23 69 95 21
E-mail : secretariat@stadtbredimus.lu
‘Greiweldenger Leit’
(a local non-profit association)
Francine and Fernand KIEFFER
2, Klappegaass
L – 5426 Greiveldange
Tel. : 23 66 91 94; Fax: 23 69 96 47
Website: www.greiweldengerleit.lu
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